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AGM Wrap-up
Held at the RSL Hall in East Vic Park on Sunday 7th July at
11.00am, the AGM started with a diluted July meeting before
the committee stood down and Indiana Scuderi chaired the
appointment of the new committee.
Most positions were quickly accepted without too much
coaxing, prodding and awkward silences. Hats off to all
members who put their hands up to contribute to running
this great club.
Please welcome your new 2019/2020 committee;
President
Nick Phillips
Vice President
Alan Bajada
Secretary
Kathie Taylor
Treasurer
Ken Parker
Editor
Martin Sibley
Merchandise Officer
David Burnett & Jo-Anne Allchin
Show Organiser
Trevor Peters
Spare Parts Officer
Ian Hadlow
Liaison Officer
Alan Bajada
Club Registrar
Mark Pitt
Social Runs Officers
Bill Jenaway & Kim Jeffery
Website
Jo-Anne Allchin
Property Officer
Trevor Peters
Social Media Moderators Ian Hadlow & Mark Pitt

Life Member
Life Members are rare! As a club of over 50 members and
being 22 years old we’ve just had our 3rd life member
nomination. Nominations can only be made at an AGM and
this year’s nomination is a founding member with 22 years of
dedication towards building a better car club. Trevor Peters
is part of the furniture and is always helping others whether
it’s moving cars, organising trailers and BBQs, or setting up
displays. His dedication and loyalty to the club inspires great
friendships and motivates us all to make our club the best.
We thank-you and acknowledge your efforts Trevor.
Congratulations!

Membership Pins
These pins were introduced three years ago to acknowledge
our long term full members. Sort of a loyalty reward.
This year we had four members eligible but only one present
to receive his pin. This member has just reached 15 years
with the club and has been a pivotal contributor who always
works hard helping with executive committee roles. It was
with great pleasure to present Ken Parker his pin.
The three other members eligible for pins were Gary Tishler
– 10 Years, Michael Goodger – 15 Years and Greg Smales –
20 Years. Your pins await; please contact the editor to
arrange collection.

Thank-you to last year’s committee. It was a great year which
included some memorable achievments.
Once the formalities were over it was time for lunch with
the club putting on an Italian feast of pizza, garlic bread and
drinks along with the annual fundraising raffle. The drawing of
the raffle was not-so-secretly rigged to help everyone win a
prize.

Phil LeRoy Memorial Trophy
This is awarded to the “Clubman of the Year” for their
above and beyond contributions to the club. This year’s
recipient is Nick Phillips who has worked tirelessly on
reconstructing the club constitution, chasing down lost club
money, MCing at the 21st dinner party as well as presiding
over the club. The rewards received are the perpetual club
trophy and a membership fee-free year.
Congratulations Nick!

Alan presenting Nick with his trophy.

President’s Report
Now the AGM for 2019 is behind us and we have some new
faces in positions as well as some very dedicated members
who have taken on positions again. Thanks to all. Without this
support the club cannot function.
Special congratulations to Trevor Peters for his award of Life
Membership - so well deserved.
It is time to settle down to business, what are the plans all will
ask? We are in one of our best financial positions coming into
a new year so we have funds to spend wisely on necessary
improvements for the club.
We have commenced the task of putting together position
descriptions for all club officers so each position has clarity
around the expectations and guide lines for the position.
Code 404 will be run so we are always compliant to the CMC
requirements as this is a privilege not a right to being a
member of the club. It is a club responsibility to manage our
affairs correctly otherwise the club is at risk of losing the
privilege of offering code 404 to members.

Torana West event coming up on the 9-10th of November
2019 is approaching release details as the committee has
worked hard on the arrangements for this event with the
hope that we can attract in excess of 100 Torana’s. The
theme is the LC Torana .
We need to see more sharing of tips and technical
information as this is what assists individuals with their
projects and all learn from other experiences and
resourcefulness. We have a lot of talented individuals in the
club and we need to tap in to that and share information.,
Thus the introduction of a Show’n’Tell session at each
meeting .
Don’t be shy and come along to meetings. Join in the fun of
being a member of a great club and share the great things
that we do .
Nick Phillips

Editor’s Report
Welcome to a new look club newsletter. With the ever
changing world of progress, and information only being a click
away, it was time to revamp the format and frequency. Our
seasonal newsletter has served us well for around twenty
years, so by changing to a bi-monthly edition, members get
to read about club news and Torana info while it’s still
relevant and fresh in our memories.
The average page numbers have been reduced by a third.
Taking out the ‘filler’ bits and condensing text should make
this a quicker and easier format to produce. I’m also working
with a new application which does have some limitations so
be patient with this converting to digital format.
The Club Bulletin will be presented in print format at the
meeting and once approved will be emailed to all members
in a week or two.
Some of the sections are new such as ‘Internet Info’. This is
to keep the ‘Old School’ members up to date with Facebook
and Internet information. There’s a section on recommended
products and services where members get to spread the
good word on things you are so happy with you have to tell
others.

Having Nick, Alan, Kathie and Ken at the helm, the club is in
good hands and we thank you for your tireless work.
Get along to the meetings when you can; an exciting new
format which includes a shortened meeting with a
Show’n’Tell section after the formalities. Here members can
bring in bits and pieces to discuss with others and we can all
learn about what we really want; Torana stuff. I’ll endeavour
to keep members who can’t get to the meetings informed
about what was discussed.
I’d love it if everyone can get on board and support the club
by sending in any relevant information, club run stories and
pictures, projects you’re doing, tips and tricks, future runs and
car shows. A big thank-you to Stuart Cairns for his story
about the new love of his life. I really think Stuart is addicted
to classic Aussie Muscle cars.
Please send all this material to my email sibhs@iinet.net.au or
for more urgent matters call me on 0422 223 555
Happy reading,
Martin Sibley

The Club Bulletin banner may look familiar to some of you - it
has been derived from the old GMH Service letters and
Bulletin releases from the 1970s. If you like the design, thank
GMH. If not, ……………..too bad!
With the new committee locked in its great to see executive
members remaining unchanged after two years and heading
for a third. This creates stability, and projects in the pipeline
can progress at a much faster rate.
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Internet Info
Bargain Images
For the group that went to Phillip Island in March 2018 to
attend the GTR XU-1 Nationals, you will remember the
high quality photographs taken at the track.
The photography company SDPICS has introduced a policy
that all photos over one year old are available at a 50%
discount.
Check out the website and look up;
http://www.sdpics.com/cgi-bin/e-store/index.cgi?
direct=8000~Motor_Sport/9000~Cars/06~Historic_Racing/
88~9-11_March_2018_-_PHILLIP_ISLAND_HISTORICS
If that’s too hard, type sdpics.com into your web browser
and navigate your way to our event which is under Historic
Racing March 2018.
This photo on the right has been purchased for the club.
The pictures are of exceptional quality and can be enlarged
to fit a billboard if required.

Foosed LC
The legendary American Muscle car designer/artist Chip Foose has given our beloved LC GTR a modernised make-over.
Subtle changes including a roof chop and a bonnet scoop have created a beautiful looking sleek machine. Just shows the little
Torana is pretty special to catch Chip’s attention.

YouTube Tech
Our resident panel beater and spray painter Dave Scuderi
has been dabbling in the world of YouTube. Every so often
Dave uploads a great little video. The latest one shows the
prep and painting of an LC grill and headlight surrounds.
Really well done and interesting, especially as I will have to
do this in the near future.
To check it out click this link;
https://youtu.be/46RWOFQXhiA
and watch Dave weave his magic on Brian’s Linamint Grill.
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Internet Info
Facebook Bits
For the digital savvy, remember to get on to Facebook and join our club’s
page by searching for GTR XU1 Torana Car Club of WA. This is a closed group and is
only open to members, and close acquaintances whom members recommend as being a
benefit to the club.
You will need to be accepted by a moderator once you put in a Friend Request. We
recently had TV’s ‘Fletch’ from the Classic Restos show join, so welcome to Mark
Fletcher. We’re up to 120 members but this is not about getting numbers and more
about a quality tight knit group with plenty of positive input and knowledge. It’s also a
great way to keep up to the second on what’s happening in the club and Torana scene.

Quality Re-manufactured Parts
GTR XU-1 owners are often referred to as ‘Rivet Counters’ or just plain
‘Anal’. We’re not happy with re-manufactured parts unless they’re a perfect
reproduction of the original.
Lately a young man, Paul, from South Australia has been using his tooling
skills, eye for detail and love of the Torana to make some of those hard-toget bits. Produced so far there’s been quarter vent screws, rear spoiler
screws, front seat pivot bolts, door check springs, LC GTR accelerator
return spring, LJ GTR grill badge retainers, and
talk of quarter vent window pivots and LJ dash
clips on the way.
All have been made to the highest quality and
standard, and are an exact replica of the original
NOS part. Except the quarter vent screws
come in zinc and just need chroming (sorry, I’m
anal). Prices are not cheap but these parts are
very specialised with loads of R&D and only
CAD design of LJ dash clip
small quantities produced so the cost reflects
that. These parts get released on Facebook and are limited so most have
sold out.
Great to see restorers making quality parts which helps us all in keeping
prices down on the genuine items. Our club has a good rapport with Paul
and he gives us a good bulk-priced discount.
Unfortunately Paul has decided to stop making parts indefinitely and put his
time towards other interests, so we wish him all the best and hope he finds
his way back to this one day.

Stolen GTR footage

The similarities between the YouTube video and Brian’s Stolen LC XU-1
with head and carbies removed, wheels taken and sensless damage.

Here’s a great little video filmed in 1975
showing the recovery of a LC GTR stolen
from Cronulla. The car had been stripped
and rolled down an embankment leaving it in
pretty bad shape. With a mintox 70s tune we
see the car crudely dragged up the bank, and
the young ones have a muck about with
what’s left before it gets put on a tow truck
and taken away. Obviously a common
practice in the early years and has a familiar
similarity to our Brian’s LC XU-1 stolen
around the same time in Perth.
https://youtu.be/c3j_7pIwX6g
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Club Runs
The Hills are Alive with the Sound of Toranas
The club’s annual run to celebrate the life of Peter Brock
heads to the Perth hills as a cruise and get together BBQ.
Organised by Jo-Anne Allchin and Steve Gunn, it all
started at Vic Park shopping centre as the meeting point.
Jo had organised a colourful run sheet guiding members
up into the Perth Hills ending up at Stirk Park in
Kalamunda. It was a picture perfect autumn day on the
26th of May as we rumbled onto Stirk Park through an
unlocked gate.
We had council approved private access onto the grassed
park where the general public could walk down for a look
and chat. Which they did.

The BBQ was fired up for lunch and everyone got a great
feed with a choice of meats and drinks followed by some
home baked goodies.
There was a quick raffle with an assortment of prizes on offer
and you could also go for a short walk up to the local market
or coffee shop.
Thanks again to Steve and Sally Gunn for supplying the
sausages and buns, picking a great venue and organising such
perfect weather.
Loved it!
Martin

Here Steve and his lovely wife Sally had the club trailer
set-up with club flags, chairs, eskys and BBQ. We had 15
Toranas and a couple of other classics in the line up under
the autumn gold coloured oak trees.

The new club sticker seen at the Hills are Alive Run!
Love your club? Then tell the world and get one of our very limited stickers with only thirty made.
Chat to Jo-Anne or David to organise one of these for your Torana.
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Show’n’ Tell
At the June Meeting Ian our Spare Parts Officer had some
new XU-1 boot fuel breather lines on display. These were
copied and bent up by Ian to match an original line. These
have been produced over east but posting this sort part is
not viable so it’s great to have them available here for those
lucky enough to get one at the meeting.

Martin bought in some exciting plastic moulded examples of
an LJ mirror pad. This is still in the development stages but
the quality of the reproduction and detail is amazing. The
smallest scratch or mark on the original is transfered to the
reproduction which indicates a perfect match.
This LJ mirror pad is one of the many prototype items in the
pipeline with LC heater knobs and various other plastic parts
being trialled.

Recommended Products and Services
AutoGlym Bumper and Trim

POR15 Cast Iron Manifold Paint

If you have that faded vinyl rubber or plastic
it can look a bit drab! Do you paint it or
replace it? Why not revitalise it!

This super quality heat-proof paint has been on my exhaust
manifold for over five years without any signs of degrading.
Its realistic cast iron look is applied after sandblasting the
manifold, two coats applied and
then heated in the oven or BBQ to
180 degrees to harden. The small
tin of paint was $50 but I have just
applied the same product from the
same tin over 6 years since opened
and it still looks and applied the
same. It’s also been passed on for
another member to use.

I’ve been using this product for almost a
decade and it’s on my must have list for
restorers and car detailers. This green gel
will darken your blacks and brighten your
colours and the more often you apply it the
better they get. It not only makes it look
better but also protects against future
damage. If you haven’t tried AutoGlym
Bumper and Trim do yourself a favour and
buy a bottle.
Available at most auto shops
for around $18

Perth Carburettor Specialists
Jim is one of the few old school carbi guys still around. I’ve used this company twice and he’s built or had two GTR correct
number carbies in the shop and exchanged them with my wrong numbered carbies for just the rebuild price. I think I was just
very lucky but he knows his stuff and has been very helpful to me. He also gets a lot of good feed-back on internet reviews.
All his carbies are tested and tuned on an engine before being handed over to the customer.
1/131 Howe St, Osborne Park
Ph: 9444 8588
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Advertorial

Rare Moves
Rare Spares and Rare Parts - Is it coincidence or a
competitive nature? Both these companies have upgraded
to bigger and better premises within a few weeks of each
other after being in their old shops for decades.

Rex Spares of Osborne Park had been a Rare Spares
dealer for over 30 years in this location. When Mike
decided to retire Rare Spares bought him out and the first
solely owned Rare Spares was born in WA December
2018. One of only three in Australia this mega store has
virtually every part in stock or on display. With new
manager Aaron Merritt’s can-do attitude this is great news
for the Torana owner.
Rare Parts had been in their Welshpool premises for over
25 years before it was time to expand, so in January 2019
they moved into their much larger modern building in
Bentley. Todd Gardner runs the business which has a
relaxed homely feel and it can seem like you’re in a super
fancy man-cave in some areas of the shop. This creates a
memorable shopping experience.

With both companies now holding more stock in modern
buildings you're sure to find what you need. Each store has
its own advantages. Rare Spares in Osborne Park has the
best selection of Rare Spares parts in the west and is now
completely Rare Spares owned. Everything you buy in store
goes toward club points.
Rare Parts in Bentley have a collection of parts from a range
of suppliers including Rare Spares so there are more options
and parts to choose from. Only Rare Spares parts accumulate
club points.
Club members receive 10% discount on Rare Spares parts
and points go to the club which get converted to gift
vouchers or prizes.
Thanks must go to both stores for their on-going support of
our club and the car restoration community. So next time
you need a spare, get down to one of these stores and flash
your membership card, it could save you a heap!
Editors tip: When returning home after a big spend, just
mention to your partner how much you saved……………….
Not what you spent!

1/37 Hutton St Osborne Park
Ph: 9446 8788

1157 Albany Hwy Bentley
Ph: 9470 1117
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Member Projects
Another new project.
Despite the fact I was still working on getting my Monaro
finished and registered, I was still looking around for my next
project and as usual the perfect thing came up when I
wasn’t really ready for it. Gumtree had a listing for a 1972
VH XL Charger in Perth at a reasonable price. I’d always
thought the Charger was possibly the best looking of all
Aussie made cars and prefer the look of the VH Charger
with its rectangular headlights over the later models. So I
couldn’t help myself and went to have a look.
The vehicle turned out to be in pretty good condition.
Though it did have its bad points, no motor or gearbox, an
offensive decal under the tint on the back window and an
orange metallic paint job featuring what someone obviously
thought was “cool” lightning stripes on the side, it also had
minimal rust with none in major areas, all external lights,
trims etc, 4 new tyres on 15 inch rims and an all new
custom leather interior (with the exception of the tops of
the doors for some bizarre reason!).
After a bit of negotiating I had myself another project, so
money changed hands, paperwork was signed and transport
was organised to a friend’s factory unit. Unable to help
myself I immediately started playing with her and upgraded
the grill to resemble an R/T grill, which vastly improved the
look of the front end.
I then removed the interior and stripped off all external bits
and had her shipped to my panel-beaters so she could be
worked on while I finished the Monaro. As this was only an
XL and nothing highly collectable like an R/T, I was planning
for this to be a quickie and not get a full bare metal respray,
just rust repairs and removal of the stripes. Unfortunately,
the stripes were under the clear and it would take a repaint
from the top of the guards down to get rid of them so I
decided to ditch the ugly orange metallic paint and make a
colour change. Despite a huge desire to paint her Magenta, I
went with the traditional Vitamin C colour scheme. I’ve
always thought they looked cool in that colour and it helped

that the interior had orange stitching and embroidery that
would clash badly with a Magenta paint job. As I didn’t need
to adhere to any factory standards I also chose to fit twin
GTO style bonnet scoops, the bonnet shape just cries out for
them, and non-standard blackouts and decals.
While she was being prepped for paint I volunteered to help
with the bodywork and spent 4 hours in the engine bay
smoothing everything out. Of all the bad bits the rust in the
boot proved to be the biggest issue, but some new panels
and a modification to the way they were fitted to cut costs
resolved that.
I then bought some new period correct chrome rims to
replace the Ford stockies, an R/T style petrol cap, sourced
various smaller bits and pieces that were missing and picked
up a bargain Hemi 265 with a 4 speed. The motor had been
removed for an upgrade to a 360 and came complete with
nitrous connections. It was a bit of a gamble, but, being
located way out in the hills it was a cheap pickup compared
to other engines and gearboxes I’d seen, so I went on a road
trip and grabbed it.
Having finished the Monaro I was ready for the Charger
when she came back from the paint shop. While I was putting
her back together I bought a factory unit as a place to work
on and store my toys, so fixing that up took some time off
the rebuild. Once I got back into it I removed all the cables
for the amps and subbies that used to live in the boot and
restored all the 47 year old wiring. This included a complete
replacement of the badly butchered engine loom with
improvements to suit an electronic dizzy. I did a “VHT recon”
of the motor, pulled the entire dash from the vehicle and
removed the original radio and the crappy stereo that had
been welded under the dash. I made the hole in the dash
bigger to fit a modern unit, painted the entire dash black,
touched up the instrument panels and then fitted the dash,
windows, interior and all other cleaned and restored parts
back on to the now very nice-looking body.
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With a battery in I tested all the wiring and found some
issues. Indicators didn’t want to work, pulled apart the
steering column and replaced the broken mechanism.
Reverse lights didn’t work properly, found a poor “fix”
someone had made to the loom under the dash that I
missed earlier and rectified that.

Then came the big day, starting the engine. Surprisingly
enough this took little effort once the dizzy had been
rotated 180 degrees back to its proper position. She stopped
spitting flames and started easily, revved well and seemed
pretty torquey, so we took her for a spin. The first thing we
noticed was that she had a diff locker of some sort, which
made cornering a very noisy exercise, but apart from that
she went really well.
So the diff became my biggest issue. Further investigation
revealed she had a 3.89:1 centre with a mini-spool. This, the
nitrous and the exhaust that went under the diff instead of
over it for easy removal seemed to indicate there was a
history at the drags, but I could be wrong. As this diff would
never get over the pits it was changed out for a 3.23:1 LSD. I
kept the whole other rear housing to sell and get some
money back on the upgrades, or to drop back in after it was
registered!! I also had the front suspension upgraded at the
same time to improve the handling.
Then came the next big day, the pits! Luckily for me the
inspectors are 2 blocks away from my factory unit, so when
she failed the first time with 4 very minor issues I took her
home, fixed everything and had her back an hour later and
she passed!
So, after 2 years, a lot of effort
and what I think was a
reasonable amount of money I
have myself a VH Charger 265 4
Speed that looks awesome and
drives very well. I’m sure she’ll be
attending a club cruise very
soon!!
Stuart Cairns
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Calendar of Events
10-12th August - Repco Reliability Re-Trial in Perth
Peter Brock rated his victory in the 1979 Repco Reliability Trial as the
greatest of his life and now there is a 40th Anniversary celebration
event underway; the Repco Reliability Re-Trial. This 28-day tour is
visiting many of the original destinations and over the same roads as
the 1979 course. Organised by our good friend Todd Martin from
MuscleCar Events, the tour is passing through Perth on 10th-12th of
August. Saturday the cars roll in to the Peter Brock Memorial. Cars
will also be in town Sunday as part of Targa West where the GTR
Torana XU-1 Car Club of WA Inc. will have a display at Langley
Park. They then head to Barbagallo Raceway on Monday before
heading for Geraldton around noon.

September
15th –
ToranaFest
The club has a
group of
members flying
to Newcastle for
this year’s show
so look forward
to the next Club
Bulletin for a
juicy report full
of pics and info.

Sunday 29th
September Southern Cross Car
& Bike Show
The long week-end and
special treatment
members receive make
this an exciting
destination for the club.
Mark this one in the
diary.

Saturday 19th October
Cervantes - Roar by the Shore
Make this a two or three day getaway for a relaxed
car show at the seaside town of Cervantes. Plenty
of entertainment and a short stroll from your
accomodation to the ground.
Contact Kim Jeffery for more details.

Club meetings are held on the first Wednesday of the month at 7.30pm (except January and July)
at East Victoria Park and Vietnam Veterans RSL Hall, 1 Fred Bell Parade, East Victoria Park WA 6101
Disclaimer: The GTR Torana XU-1 Car Club of WA Inc. does not accept responsibility for the accuracy of any articles or advertisements appearing in this
newsletter. It is incumbent on the reader to satisfy themselves as to the truth or accuracy of any of the articles or advertisements. All articles and
advertisements are excepted in good faith by the club.

GTR Torana XU-1 Car Club of WA Inc.
P.O. Box 1257, East Victoria Park. WA 6981
Ph: 0432 836 603. email: gtxcarclub@gmail.com
Website: http://www.gtrtoranaxu1carclubinc.com
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